
• Hare Tangerine Man
• Honorary Hash Shit 

Forbeskin
• With 30 in the 
congregation and all dues 
paid in full, we all tuned in 
to listen to the Hare as he 
carefully explained, for the 
benefit of the 2 Virgins, how 
to navigate our way round 
his offering of the day. 



• Giving the VIPs a short stroll round the 
nearby lake and the rest of us the promise 
of a wander on the beach along with 
some pleasant, shady woodland pathways 
with Wankers having a trail as flat as a 
witch’s tit and Rambos …..well a little 
something else. 



• Fast forward a kilo 
or three and parts 
one, two and three 
were correct but 
the “little 
something” turned 
out to be a f*^#king 
great mountain of 
600 feet which 
nobody but the 
naive were in the 
least bit surprised 
about.





• The local 
population 
were treated 
to a rendition 
of the Frank 
Ifield number 
“She taught me 
to yodel” once 
the hardy ones 
had attained 
the summit 
and planted 
the flag.





• Back down at base 
camp the throng 
eagerly awaited the 
FRB and were not 
disappointed when 
Crive and Frog’s Legs 
came storming across 
the finishing line for 
a photo finish with 
Corporal Punishment 
just nickin’ it by a 
short dick.



• The final duo of Woodpecker and Go round 
Again made it home and we were all ready for 
the fun to begin so without further ado 
opinions were sought and it wasn’t looking too 
good for the Hare, but a late rush of Great Hash 
voters was enough to get him over the line for 
another thumbs up so well done. Nicky and 
Ross came in a bit nervously to be welcomed as 
Virgins and we don’t get many from The Chech
.Republic, and they proved to be good sports 
especially since Ross got his butt cooled for not 
finishing his Downie.



• Returners Down 
Early and Pink Willy 
handed in their “dear 
teacher” notes and 
were excused, nice to 
see them back.
• Chastitty had a 
prize catch in her net 
in the person of Wally 
who did a fantastic job 
of completing the 
entire Wankers trail 
unaided by his 
navigator Gromit who 
is getting back in 
practice by walking to 
the wine box and back 
to her seat.



• Crive, as Rambosnitch called 
in the sensible ones who said 
NON to the north face of the 
Eiger. He remained front and 
centre to receive his ball and 
chain to be worn with pride. No 
Fuckin Clue tried on the 
“Bunnet” after he came a 
cropper as witnessed by Pink 
Willy.

• Strollin Bones and Comic 
Strip had by now excused 
themselves in order to prepare 
the nosh down at Good Friends 
bar and as we were running 
out of things to talk about, the 
next week’s Hare Go Round 
Again came in to inform us of 
the delights awaiting us over in 
sunny Lipa Noi where even 
Tangerine Man would struggle 
to find mountains.



The following is further evidence!
Not actually used during the trial!










